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Apartments for sale/ Sea apartments for sale, Obzor, Burgas
Region, prices from € 59 400

Building area: 1 sq.m  Construction type: brick
Joinery: PVC
location
The gated type holiday complex is located in by the sea zone of the town of Obzor, among a vast
green park and provides a wide panoramic sea-view.
the project
The residential complex comprises 257 apartments, set in four six-storey buildings. Magnificent
design, high-quality construction and excellent infrastructure are the main features of the
complex. The apartments offered are spacious studios, 1 BR and 2BR apartments and premium
apartments on the higher floors. All apartments have wide terraces and most of them have a
view towards the sea, the rest are facing a park.
On the territory of the complex there are 4 swimming pools, a children's pool, playgrounds,
tennis courts, a fitness center, a SPA-center, shops, cafes, bars and restaurants. Special paths
are leading to the beach.
construction
Only high quality materials and technologies were used for the construction of the complex.
details
The apartments are ofered non-furnished. The apartments could be fully furnished by catalogue
for the additional charge of 5 500 euro.
accents

first line to the beach;
among a natural park with a lot of greenery;
a panoramic sea-view;
stylish apartments with spacious terraces;
excellent infrastructure;

The visitors of Obzor always remain enchanted by the fresh mountain air, the warm sea breeze,
the picturesque beach and the preserved natural beauty of the nature.
Why you trust us...
When organizing your trip to Bulgaria to view or purchase property it is very important that your
trip is free from any troubles so you can focus on the main reason for your trip - to choose the
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Contact person
Ivan Antonov
Property Administrator
Phone:  0883948615

right property. We, at Mirela Real Estate agency will be more than happy to organize your
viewing trip to Bulgaria.
Before you come to Bulgaria we can organize or recommend a number of hotels providing
accommodation.
On arrival you will be greeted by a friendly and highly trained representative.
Afterwards we will arrange for you the viewing of properties you may be interested in at any
time convenient to you. At that time you will be accompanied by an experienced and qualified
employee of ours to provide consultancy, interpretation and assistance when required.
Finishing and furnishing...
For owners of properties in Bulgaria, interested in renting their premises or for those who want
to feel their property like a real home we can take up organization and control or full completion
of construction or repair works. Mirela Real Estate Agency is in partnership with companies that
offer complete line of furnishing services including ready set furniture packages that meet the
requirements of the rental management companies. If you prefer our partners can help you
design an ideal interior to suit your taste and style, and completely furnish the property so that
everything is ready for you.
Construction of Bulgaria's National Sports Hall ahead of Schedule
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